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In distributed systems, transport phenomena coupled with chemical or metabolic reac-
tions are functions of space. A computational method is outlined to acquire unknown
system properties in distributed systems by problem inversion. Physical and chemical
properties are estimated simultaneously. The finite-volume discretization method formu-
lated in generalized curvilinear coordinates applied to inversion problem of arbitrarily
complex geometries. The direct solution approach of the reacting transport problem
through inexpensive acquisition of sensitivity information is presented. An inexact trust
region method improves the convergence rate of the large-scale transport and kinetic

inversion problem (TKIP). The case studies demonstrate a novel computational approach
for quantifying unknown transport properties, as well as reaction or metabolic constants.
Solutions to technological challenges is presented in computational fluid mechanics and
biotransport using mathematical programming techniques for inversion of distributed sys-
tems. � 2006 American Institute of Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 53: 381–396, 2007
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Introduction

Many chemical processes are characterized by strong cou-
pling between heat, mass- and momentum-transfer. Existing
parameter estimation techniques focus mostly on chemical-
kinetic mechanisms without spatial dependence or attention to
transport phenomena like convection and diffusion. Those tech-
niques rely on perfect mixing, which can often not be achieved
in the real processes. Moreover, in many biological systems
and safety critical applications, lumped system assumptions are
not always justified. Simplified chemical reaction kinetic mod-
els without regard to transport phenomena have limited predic-
tive power; thus, their extrapolation to larger reactor dimen-
sions or different configuration can become unreliable.
Parameter estimation in distributed systems involves computa-

tionally intensive models with partial-differential equation con-

straints (PDE). Recently, problem inversion for reaction mechanisms
in metallorganic vapor decomposition processes microelectronic
applications was studied.1 Prior research performed data assimi-
lation for air pollution and weather models.2–5 Inverse problems
aim at preventing excessive aerodynamic heating of space
vehicles during reentry into the earth’s atmosphere.6 Inversion
permits shape optimization in aerodynamic design or recon-
structs of tissue optical property maps from photon migration
experiments.7–11 Most of previous inversion problems have not
addressed reacting systems with coupled transport in complex
distributed domains.
This article proposes the simultaneous estimation of kinetic

and transport properties in chemically reactive systems with
spatial distribution. Physical experiments in complex geometry
will provide the experimental evidence to determine the appa-
rent reaction and transport mechanisms. The procedure to infer
unknown reaction and transport properties from distributed ex-
perimental data will be termed a transport and kinetic inversion
problem (TKIP).
Outline. The mathematical formulation for transport and

kinetic inversion is introduced in the Problem Formulation
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section. The finite volume method for the discretization of
partial differential equations in complex domains will be dis-
cussed in section three. Optimal transport and kinetic proper-
ties will be obtained by minimizing the least-squared error
sum between the distributed experimental measurements and
first-principles mathematical models. Robust and efficient
mathematical programming techniques specifically suited for
TKIP are introduced in the section mathematical solution ap-
proaches for TKIP. The applications and computational results
section demonstrates three advanced case studies: identifica-
tion of unknown metabolic reaction rates of therapeutic drugs
in human brain; identification of the nuclear heat generation
and transfer in safety-critical plutonium storage vessel; and
the dynamics of reaction kinetics and transport mechanics in
catalytic pellet reactor. The computational performance of
problem inversion section compares the performance of differ-
ent mathematical programming approaches for inversion prob-
lems. It also proposes second-order response surfaces to im-
prove the robustness and convergence rate of the inversion
problem. This article closes with significance and conclusions.

Problem Formulation

Problem inversion seeks to quantify chemical kinetic and
transport phenomena based on distributed experimental data,
such as concentration, flow velocity or temperature measure-
ments obtained at different spatial positions and instances of
time. The unknown coefficients in conservation of mass, spe-
cies and momentum are determined by least-square minimiza-
tion between data and first-principle mathematical models.
The confidence in the models’ parameters with respect to
given experimental data will be computed simultaneously as
an indicator of model quality.
A TKIP as shown in system (1, 2) has three elements: (i) ex-

perimental data, (ii) a first-principle mathematical model, and
(iii) a problem inversion algorithm. Given experimental data are
measurements of state variables f̂(x, t) at location x, and time t,
such as species concentrations, temperatures or flow-velocity
measurements. First principles mathematical models quantify
the distributed states f(x, t, y), in terms of unknown reaction
and transport properties y. The system of constraints (Eq. 2)
represent generically conservation laws for mass (f ¼ 1), mo-
mentum (f ¼ u), species (f ¼ C) or energy transfer (f ¼ H).
Their parameter set y, may include unknown properties related
to transport, such as diffusivity, porosity and permeability, as
well as reaction-kinetic parameters appearing in source terms
S. The mathematical programming algorithm determines the
optimal parameter set y by minimizing the weighted least-
squared error sum between the data and models.
System 1–2 introduces a mathematical program with par-

tial-differential equation constraints (PDE). Its objective func-
tion c(y), measures the cumulative weighted least-squared
error between the model f, and measurements f̂ in different
positions, xi at time ti. The covariance matrix F accounts for
measurement accuracy of experimental data.

min
y;f

cðyÞ¼ ðfðx; t;yÞ� f̂ðx; tÞÞTF�1ðfðx; t;yÞ� f̂ðx; tÞÞ (1)

s. t.

qðrfÞ
qt

þrrð~ufÞ¼rðGrfÞþSðx;y;fÞ (2)

A direct analytical solution of 1–2 is not possible in general.
Two main ideas will help solve this problem numerically: Dis-
cretization of the transport equations using the finite-volume
approach and efficient and robust mathematical programming
algorithms that take advantage of response surfaces to quan-
tify parameter sensitivity.

Mathematical Treatment of the Transport
Equations

This section discusses the discretization of the transport
equations and introduces curvilinear coordinate transforma-
tions to express conservation laws in arbitrarily complex prob-
lem domains.

Discretization of transport equations
in generalized coordinates

The solution of the nonlinear optimization problem requires
the discretization of the PDE constraints in (Eq. 2). We rec-
ommend the finite volume approach, because the same discre-
tization scheme applies readily to heat, mass- and momentum-
transfer.12,13 In addition, it ensures integral mass conservation;
this property is harder to enforce in finite differences or finite
elements. The finite volume method divides the problem do-
main into a computational mesh composed of a discrete set of
balance envelopes. Integration of the conservation laws over
each volume renders a set of algebraic-balance equations to
replace the continuous PDE constraints. Before deriving
finite-volume balances, generalized curvilinear coordinate
transformations need to be introduced.
Generalized Coordinates. Chemical and biological proc-

esses often occur in domains with complex boundaries for which
Cartesian meshes do not apply.12,14 Generalized curvilinear
coordinate transformations permit the accurate solution of trans-
port problems in arbitrarily shaped problem domains. The coor-
dinate transformation converts distorted shapes in physical space
into orthogonal balance envelopes so that volume integrals can
easily be solved numerically. The metrics of this transformation
xx, xg, yx and yg can easily be computed locally on each grid cell
as shown in Figure 1. The determinant of the inverse Jacobian
j|�1j of each volume is given by j|�1j ¼ xxyg � xgyx. The met-
rics of transformation help balance the diffusive and convec-
tive-transport properties (f) over an arbitrarily shaped domain
of finite volumes. For example, the finite volume balance of a
two-dimensional (2-D)-diffusion equation can be expressed in
generalized coordinate system (x, g) as described in Eq. 3.
Transformed equations for relevant transport problems are
given in the Appendix A.
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Finite Volume Method. The coordinate transformation ren-
ders rectangular balance envelopes even for irregular shapes in
the physical domain. Consequently, the conservation balances
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for the transport quantity f, expressed in Eq. 3 can be inte-
grated under proper profile assumptions along the orthogonal
x- and g- directions. Volume integration over each grid cell
yields algebraic expression for the property f, as given in
Eq. 4.15 The system of Eq. 4 expressed in generalized curvilin-
ear coordinates represents the discrete finite volume balances
instead of the continuous PDEs in (2). The algebraic system
h(f, y) depends on the state variables f, and the parameters y,
which in turn may include unknown-transport coefficients G,
and reaction constants k, in source terms S. The mathematical
equations for different transport problems are given in Table B1
of Appendix B.

hðx;f; yÞ ¼ apðx; yÞ � fp � �anbðx; yÞ � fnb � Sðx;f; yÞ � j|�1j
¼ 0 8 volume y ¼ fG; kg ð4Þ

The discretization of the PDE constraints as well as the
boundary conditions renders the TKIP a large-scale nonlinear-
optimization problem (NLP). To solve this NLP, we propose a
reduced space optimization with the inexact trust region
method.
Direct Solution Approach. The classical finite volume me-

thods use the Simple algorithm which elegantly solves the in-
compressible Navier-Stokes equations by fixed point itera-
tion.13 In coupled transport and reaction problems, ensuring the
convergence of fixed-point methods is problematic. In reacting-
flow systems, even extreme under-relaxation does not guaran-
tee convergence. Moreover, existing relaxation methods do not
yield gradient and sensitivity information required in large-
scale inversion problems. Instead, we advocate the direct solu-
tion approach of the transport problem as proposed by Khi-
nast.16 In addition to increased robustness, direct solution per-
mits the computation of sensitivity information with the help of
response surface approximations as discussed next.17–19

Sensitivity information response maps
and parametric sensitivity

The numerical solution of the large-scale TKIP with gradi-
ent-based algorithms, requires expressions for state variable
dependence with respect to each parameter qf

qy, in each itera-
tion. We will show how the sensitivity terms qf

qy, needed can

be obtained by solving a linear algebraic problem. There are
two approaches to obtain the sensitivity equations for partial-
differential equation constraints. One is to differentiate the
original PDEs by the chain rule, and then discretize the sensi-
tivity equations (PDE form) using finite volume approach on
the same grid. The other one directly differentiates the discre-
tized state variables with respect to each parameter. Both
methods yield the similar results with static computational
grids. The second method provides mathematically consistent
derivatives for optimization algorithm. In this article, the sen-
sitivity equations are directly obtained from the discretized
form of original equations. The analytical derivative of the
sensitivity equation is given in Eq. 5, with the help of
the chain rule.20,21 The complete sensitivity information for
the TKIP is composed of M � N sensitivity equations, where
M is the total number of unknown state variables of transport
equation, and N is the number of optimization parameters.

XM
i¼1

qh
qfi

�����
y;f

qfi

qyj
þ qh
qyj

�����
y;f

¼ 0 j ¼ 1; . . . ;N (5)

The unknown sensitivity variables, qf
qyj

¼ ryjf, can be exp-
ressed in matrix form as a linear algebraic problem given in
Eq. 6.

rfh � ryjf ¼ �ryj h j ¼ 1 . . .N (6)

The M � M dimensional matrix!fh contains the derivatives of
the transport equations with respect to the state variables. The
righthand side vector �!yjh, represents the partial derivatives of
transport equations according to parameters. The same derivative
matrix !fh also appears in the transport problem when solving
with Newton’s methods. Thus, the state Jacobian matrix !fh
has to be factorized once to obtain the sensitivity information.
For the discretized PDE constraints, special solvers like LU
decomposition can compute sensitivity information easily by lin-
ear algebraic operations (LU-Backsubstitution). The implemen-
tation of case studies did not reuse the factorization of the state
Jacobian, !fh, because an iterative matrix-free Newton-Krylov
method22 is applied to solve linear algebraic equations.

Adjoint variables offer an alternative method for reducing
the computational expense of computing gradients.23 Adjoint

Figure 1. An arbitrary balance envelope in the physical (a), and the generalized coordinate space (b).

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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